Syllabus & Verbal Statement Regarding Classroom Expectations

Disruptive Behavior

- Threatening and persistent
- Disruptive, but no immediate threat

2. Information Discussion (Faculty & Student)
   - Explain impact of behavior
   - Request behavior stops
   - Explore alternative to behavior

3. Formal Warning/Official Request
   - Send to student, copy dean, department head and Dean of Students Office

4. Removal from class and/or clinical setting
   - Police assistance and/or criminal complaint
   - Referral to Dean of Students Office

   - Criminal procedures continue
   - Student Conduct procedures continue
   - Potential interim suspension

Faculty and Dean, Department Chair and/or SC officer may negotiate terms to allow student’s academic progress.
Example: Alternate section, assignment completion, voluntary withdrawal

Student Leaves University (Disciplinary Suspension; Involuntary Withdrawal)